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EDGEMEAD DAYCARE

Welcome to another issue of the Edgemead News! With
June marked the 20th birthday of the Edgemead
this issue, I will have been editor for a year, and what a
Daycare. This special event was marked by a
year it has been!
celebration at the Daycare – the kids and staff
I took over the position of Editor of the Edgemead
dressed up, and there was cake and games and all
News and inherited a magazine with a 40-year-long legacy
sorts of fun!
of being the mouthpiece of the Edgemead Residents
Association, and also of being a publication which is read
and enjoyed by all residents in Edgemead. I will admit that it was with trepidation
that I took up the position but, though it is a demanding job and at times very
stressful, I thoroughly enjoy it. Your comments, dear readers have made all the
difference. I have tried to listen and to give you what you want to see in the
News, and I think that I have been successful. Features like the Photography
section and the Fiction section have been quite successful, and I have had the
privilege of publishing some original work that Edgemead residents have sent
in. As always, I welcome your comments and read every e-mail and letter sent
to me - so keep sending them in! If you have suggestions or material you would
like to have published in the magazine, just get in contact with me!
This July issue is something of a birthday edition, as we celebrate the birthdays
of three major institutions in Edgemead: the Edgemead Library, which turned 21
Tracy Vermeulen and Vanessa Smith of Edgemead Day
last month, the Edgemead Pre-primary Schools Association, which has turned 38
Care, in costume, show off their birthday banner.
and the Edgemead Daycare that turned 20! I’d like to say happy birthday to these
organisations and wish them and their staff all the best for the years to come.
Also of note in this issue are the wonderful butterfly pictures sent in by
Anthony van Dalsen, the annual Wimbledon Tennis Day held at the Tennis
Club, the achievements of two young Edgemeadians in Karate, and a look at
the most remote island on Earth!
On a more serious note, I would like to personally appeal to each and every
person reading this column. The Edgemead Residents Association is a body
that serves as your representative on matters affecting all of Edgemead and its
residents. We are hard at work fighting some major changes, like the proposed
runway realignment and the eyesore that is the cell mast at the Village Centre.
What I would like to ask of you is, if you are a proud resident of Edgemead, The kids of Edgemead Day Care had great fun dressing up!
please consider setting aside some time to join the ERA committee and
supporting us in our quest to serve our beautiful suburb. The yoke is light and
the burden is easy to bear and, after all, the more people we have the more
effective we can be at getting the right things done for our suburb! We are
specifically looking for a Secretary
and a Treasurer to serve on the
Committee – if you know of anyone,
or if you yourself can help us out,
please let us know! You can contact
us on edgemead.ra@gmail.com.
What birthday is complete without a birthday cake?
With that I will sign off and leave
Looks delicious!
you in peace to read the latest issue
of the Edgemead News! Enjoy!

Peter Bates

Cover Photo: For days no one wanted to cut
the library’s birthday cake but, at last, they did!
Pictured from left to right are Nobubele Tandwa,
Marga Phillipson, Annatjie Britten, Ann van
Wyk, Lorraine Mathewson, Nobandile Xwayi,
Tintswalo Maluleke and Lorraine Dalhouzie.
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CHAIRMAN’S
CORNER

Established

Harcourts Maynard Burgoyne, Edgemead
Telephone: 021 558 0000
Email: sales.edgemead@harcourts.co.za
View: www.harcourtsmaynardburgoyne.co.za

1888
Welcome to another
great
issue
of
Can we help you find your DREAM HOME?
Edgemead
News.
With the experience Karen & Wilma
At the time of my
have in satisfying their clients,
previous letter the
ERA was actively campaigning against
they will make your
the runway re-alignment project, and I
dreams come true!
am pleased to report that we submitted
over 1500 objections on behalf of
residents of Edgemead and surrounding
areas. The support from residents was
really overwhelming and I’d like to
CHILDSPLAY
thank everyone who engaged with us
METHOD
STICKY CHICKEN
1) Heat oven to 180 deg C
and came to sign objection letters.
2) Place chicken pieces in greased oven proof dish
INGREDIENTS
With that said I need to make a plea
3) Mix together mayo, soup and jam
10 pieces of chicken (preferably thighs)
to fellow residents to consider joining
4) Coat chicken pieces well
1 packet brown onion soup
our committee. We are dedicated,
5) Cover with tin foil and bake for 40 mins
5 Tablespoons mayonnaise
but we are few and it really helps to
5 Tablespoons smooth apricot jam
6) Remove foil and bake further 20 mins
have broader input when we engage
in matters that have an impact on our
COUNCILLOR’s REPORT
community. We meet once a month for no more than 3
I
am very road users that exit directly
hours, so if you have community at heart and a little spare
c
o
n
c e r n e d onto certain residential
time, please get in touch.
about
the roads from a public facility,
Finally! There is an end in sight for the ghastly mast
d
i
s
t
u
r
b
i
n g such as learners at a primary
overshadowing the poor residents of Sheldon Square. It
and
complete
school, play parks or where
may, however, not be the end we have been hoping for. After
d
i
s
r
e
g
a
r
d
the potential for vehicle and
months of lying in limbo the Planning department finally
for
traffic
and
municipal
bypedestrian conflict may be
assigned a report to be written by one of the fabled lesser
laws
that
exists
in
our
area
high.
spotted town planners, only to discover that the application
and
throughout
the
city.
On
There seems to be
needed to be referred to Spatial Planning Environment and
a
daily
basis
one
sees
flagrant
misperceptions
about the
Land Use Management (SPELUM), because it deviates from
breaches
of
traffic
regulations
bearing
of
speed
humps.
The
the approved Telecommunications Policy (oh boy!).
and
contravention
of
municipal
reality
with
these
measures
The report essentially suggests that, even though the
is needless to say that it does
mast deviates from the policy because it is within 1km from by-laws.
The
municipality
is
inundated
not solve the problem of
another mast, it strikes a balance between visual impact
with
requests
for
speed
lawlessness on our roads and
and economic development and thus should be approved. It
humps.
It
is
important
to
set
in some places it simply shifts
makes no mention of how it is that a company experienced
the
record
straight
about
the
the problem to those streets
in planning these masts accidently overlooked the fact that
processes
involved
with
such
where there are no speed
their plans had lapsed. It also makes no mention of why
requests.
The
consideration
humps. It is unquestionably
building inspectors did not pick this up or why documentation
and
implementation
of
not
sustainable
and
was found to be unsigned and incomplete. More importantly
traffic
calming
measures
are
financially
practical
to
install
where is the accountability for these oversights?
Of the affected parties who were sent notice from council, therefore essentially very speed humps in every street
the majority objected to the application. These are the very complicated and cumbersome throughout the area. The
people who are adversely affected by the visual impact of processes undertaken in terms other sad reality is that there
the mast, yet the report only “notes their concerns” and of the Traffic Calming Policy are simply not enough Traffic
nothing further. To quote from the report: “The proposal will that prioritises applications Officers to patrol each road.
We are also contending
not have a detrimental effect on the character of the area”. based on the outcomes of
technical
assessments
of
the
with
quad biking down the
This may well be true if you are standing in Louis Thibault or
roads
in
question.
These
verges
of Bosmansdam Road.
the parking lot, but it is certainly not the case if you are living
assessments
incorporate
a
Besides
degrading the grass
in Sheldon Square.
range
of
factors
including
area
this
is also illegal.
In my opinion, the report and public participation
speeding
limits,
pedestrian/
I
do
continuously
write to
process is flawed. Why ask those directly affected for their
cyclist
activity,
pedestrian
the
Traffic
authorities
asking
comment if you are simply going to ignore it? How is it that
facilities,
property
access,
that
they
regularly
clamp
the commercial interests of a cellular company, and the
population
density,
parking
down
on
the
lawlessness
of
shopping centre receiving rental income for providing the
activity,
accident
history,
traffic
motorists
ignoring
traffic
rules
site, outweigh the rights of the residents, some of whom
now have to live 5m from a cell mast? The final hurdle in volumes and public amenities. and turning our residential
this debacle will be on 22 July when I will be presenting our Applications for traffic calming streets into racetracks.
case to the SPELUM committee who need to make the final measures are given preference Helen Carstens
there
are
high
decision to approve or reject the application. Wish me luck - where
Ward 5 Councillor
concentrations
of
vulnerable
it appears I will be needing it.
Email: Helen.carstens@capetown.gov.za
Emile Coetzee
0860 103 089 for municipal complaints or SMS 31373.
www.edgemeadnews.co.za
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EDGEMEAD PRE-PRIMARY SCHOOLS ASSOCIATION TURNS 38

2015 marks the 38th Anniversary of
the Edgemead Pre-primary Schools
Association, an NPO that was established
in 1977 by a group of people passionate
about providing a safe place for the
children of Edgemead to grow and learn.
The Anton Anreith campus was built
first, on land donated to the Association
by Garden Cities, and when attendance
grew beyond the means of the school,
the Denison Way campus was built also
on donated land.

it is to be the new principal of the
Denison Way Campus. In my first year of
studying I was fortunate enough to have
practical teaching experience with Miss
Rene Mostert, the previous principal.
The year I qualified I was told that there
was a post available and I applied. That
was 10 years ago and it has been a
wonderful adventure teaching here with
the dedicated and passionate staff. I
attended Edgemead Pre-Primary, Primary
Staff of the Denison Way campus
and High Schools and what a privilege it is
to be teaching in the area that I grew up employed as a Grade 1 educator and Art
in. Edgemead is a community that many teacher for the senior Grades. When the
families choose to raise their children in, opportunity arose at my former school
me included, and I am proud to play a to move down into the pre-school, I
part in providing the foundations that our grabbed it with both hands. I went back
children need to create a love for learning to the then Mowbray Teachers Training
College to specialise in Pre-Primary
and a happy start to school.”
Susan Reeves, principal of the Anton education. Over the years, I have had
Anreith campus, had this to say: “I have the honour of working alongside some
Staff of the Anton Anreith Way campus
had the privilege of working at Edgemead wonderful colleagues. They have helped
Previously the Association has had Pre- Primary Anton Anreith campus since me grow not only as a teacher but as an
two schools known as Edgemead Pre- January 2003. I started my teaching individual. I am grateful to them and the
primary School and Garden Village career however many years earlier. I was experiences we have shared.
Pre-primary School operating at two
premises with two principals and
governed by one Executive committee.
In 2015 when the schools needed to
re-register the names were changed to
the Anton Anreith and the Denison Way
Campus of the Edgemead Pre-primary
Schools Association. The schools contine
to operate at their current locations
without any other amendments. Today,
the schools educate 175 children jointly
ensuring that the children are ready to
face the challenges of formal education.
Today, the Anton Anreith campus boasts
Denison Way campus today
an attendance of 75, and the Denison
Way campus comprises 99 children.
Says Kristy du Plessis - Principal,
Denison Way Campus: “What an honour

SURGERY
Dr J. KIRKBY
Dr G. COUPLAND
Dr R. HACKING
Dr N. FOURIE
EDGEMEAD
SHOPPING CENTRE
(NEXT TO GARDEN CITIES)

Tel: 021 558 1011
After Hours: 021 712 6699
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EDGEMEAD/MONTE VISTA LIBRARY “COMES OF AGE”

and they ran till they thought they were
safely out of sight, only to be surprised
as a librarian pounced on them and
demanded that they return the books.
A patron asked for the latest wardrobe
planning book named Chata Romano…
and by mistake the confused library
assistant handed her a copy of the Kama
Sutra!
The original stock was 13 000 items
– today there are 48 000 but in an area
not much bigger than was available in
1994. There were no DVD’s in those days
but, more seriously, there were also no
public toilets in the library! The Friends
of the Edgemead / Monte Vista library,
established in August 1999, raised funds
to move some of the windows outwards
to create more space for the Smartcape
area, but prior to that there was a public
computer of a sort – a little blue kiosk
where customers could insert R5 to gain
Internet access for half an hour.
Lorraine Mathewson says this is one
of the libraries which receives the most
donations from its community; and
which also has a very active group of
Friends. The Friends raise funds through
two art exhibitions and two craft markets
per year, plus two permanent in-library
craft cupboards and bi-monthly boot
sales. Since January they have also held
weekly tea mornings, a membership
drive and raffles which have brought in
nearly R11,000, and both the Friends
and the Edgemead Residents Association
have contributed towards the cost of
additional shelving, various necessities
not funded by the City, and many, many,
many new books.
The Monday morning book mending
Principal Librarian Lorraine with Heather-Lee group is still going strong after more
Beckley who donated the beautiful cake. than 15 years; and there are a number of

Last month our library turned 21,
and Edgemead News was invited
to a celebratory function. The staff
had created a wonderful candlelit
atmosphere, with beautifully decorated
tables and striking flower arrangements.
Masses of delicious snacks and canapés
were served and, in pride of place,
there was a huge cake donated by local
resident, Heather-Lee Beckley.
One of the most amazing coincidences
is that Lorraine Mathewson, our principal
librarian for the past seven years, was
closely involved with the library opening,
although at that time she was a senior
librarian in Goodwood. The official
opening as a branch of Goodwood Library
was on 16 June 1994, with an original
staff complement of five, three of whom
are still with the library today after 21
years - Marga Phillipson, Annatjie Britten
and Ann van Wyk.
These first staff members recall a few
amusing anecdotes from the early days:
A patron got confused between two
staff members and invited the “wrong”
one out on a date. Two school children
stole study guides, the alarm went off,
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From left: Ann van Wyk, Annatjie Britten
and Marga Phillipson – three of the original
staff complement and still at the library
after 21 years

volunteers who clean DVD’s and repack
books onto shelves. All the staff have the
fondest memories of Les Brown, who
passed away at the end of 2012 at the age
of 86 - for nine years he came in almost
daily between 8:30 and 13:00 to shelve
books, and would even apologize should he
be late! And Shelagh Blackmore, now 81,
still comes in for a few hours on a Saturday
morning to shelve books - and to spoil the
librarians with her delicious home baked
goodies.
There is a busy adult schedule of
book club meetings and women’s
empowerment/tea mornings hosted
by the staff while, over the last few
years, children’s holiday programmes
and quarterly reading programmes
for juveniles have encouraged reading
amongst our teenage population. We are
really fortunate that our library is such a
wonderfully happy, vibrant community
meeting point.
Alex and Maryke Photography
http://tinyurl.com/AandMPhotos
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René
079 965 6886

EDGEMEAD
021 559 7152

Natalie
082 479 2579

Jean
082 051 1172

NEW TO OUR
TEAM
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BASED AT CENTURY CITY
VIRGIN ACTIVE
Come get your
Vitality Fitness Assessment or
Momentum Multiply
Fitness Assessment
done this month
Based at Century City Virgin Active,
non-members are welcome
to see me for Rehabilitation,
Conditioning, chronic disease
management & fitness assessments
Grant Whaits 082 889 9326
grantthebio@gmail.com

EDGEMEAD OPTICAL
CENTRE
VALUE PACKAGES

Single Vision R650

Bifocal R950

Multifocal R1 500

(this price includes Test, Frame and White Lenses)

Please phone for an appointment:

Available at
Edgemead: 021 558 7128
Bothasig; 021 558 8030
Peter Grewe Optical (Vasco) 021 591 1433
Peter Grewe, Wayne Wetherall and staff wish to thank you
for your support in the past.

T’s and C’s apply
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WHAT THE FOX IS HAPPENING ! ! !
START YOUR DAY THE FOX WAY . . .

EVENING SPECIALS in AUGUST from 6PM:

Join us for our Breakfast Special - R20 (egg, bacon, beans &
toast) from 9:00 Tuesday to Saturday.

TUESDAY: Duo of chicken curry & complimentary Black Label
Draught 300ml. R95.00

Daily Homemade Lunch Specials & Lunch menu available

WEDNESDAY: Burger day! Get 2 saucy Fox burger & 2 glasses
of coke for the price of one

Pensioners Day Every Tuesday & Thursday.
Chef Casied Booley would like to “tickle your taste buds”
with his Authentic Curry Buffet - Saturday night from 6pm to
9pm: your choice of one starter, buffet & dessert.

LUCKY DRAW every Friday @ 18:30. cash, voucher’s &
more to be won . . . Tickets R5 each.

LIVE MUSIC: Every Wednesday and Friday night &
Sunday afternoon.

KARAOKE: Thursdays from 8pm with DJ Clive Collins.
Follow us on

Facebook
johnnyfoxcapetown

HAPPY HOURS:

Mon –Fri 11:00-13:00 & 16:30-18:00
Saturdays Sports Specials 15:00-19:00.

THURSDAY: Crispy Eisbien & complimentary Hansa Draught
300ml. R95.00
FRIDAY: Schnitzel Combo & complimentary Castle Light
Draught 300ml R75.00 T&C apply.”

RESTAURANT HOURS:

Sunday night and Monday CLOSED
Tuesday to Saturday 9:00-21:00
Friday 9:00-22:00 &
Saturday 18:00-22:00

SUNDAY ROAST
SPECIAL & DESSERT

www.edgemeadnews.co.za

12:00-15:00
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MAYORAL
CHAINS

It seems that amongst
the latest items to be
stolen
are
mayoral
chains, some of which
can be worth as much as
a million Rand.
For many years, it has been a traditional
mark of office for a mayor to wear a
chain on official occasions, but a recent
investigation by a Sunday newspaper
found that most mayors no longer wear
their chains. The reasons given have
ranged from the chains having been
securely put away, to the fact that they
have either disappeared completely …
or been shortened! In the Msunduzi
municipality, seven 18-carat gold links
of the original 34 have mysteriously
disappeared, greatly reducing the worth
from its market value of R800,000; and
in Kimberley, it has been found that the
diamond in the mayoral chain is fake.
Mayoral chains from Molemolle and
Mogalakwena in Limpopo Province
have completely vanished, the theft of
the latter coming to light only when the
chain was needed for the inauguration
of a new mayor.

THREADING - a safe form of hair removal,
safer than waxing
Do you have Keloid scars, stretch marks?
Ask me how to help.
www.helencookmakeup.co.za
info@helencookmakeup.co.za

402 5192
! Cut out082
this voucher and receive
10% off BROW EXTENSIONS
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MOST REMOTE PLACE ON EARTH
Ever been lost? Really truly lost? Now just imagine
being stranded on one of the tiny islands of Tristan
de Cunha - 2500km away from the nearest continent!
The islands of the Tristan de Cunha archipelago are
amongst the most remote places in the world. The
archipelago consists of four main islands, Tristan de
Cunha, Inaccessible Island, Nightingale Island and
Gough Island. Discovered in 1506 by the Portuguese
Tristão da Cunha, the Island of Tristan is now,
surprisingly, permanently inhabited by 302 people.
Gough Island, Tristan’s near neighbour, has a weather
research station maintained by the SA National
Antarctic Programme.
Such staggering isolation means that the islands are
home to some birdlife that is found nowhere else in
the world, such as the Inaccessible Island Rail, which
is the smallest flightless bird on earth (see picture).
Of course the most striking feature on the island is
Tristan de Cunha from space
the 2000-metre high Queen Mary’s Peak volcano,
which is still active as of 1961, when an eruption forced the entire island to be evacuated to England via Cape Town.
Tristan de Cunha is known for its exports of knitwear such as jerseys, which are knitted from wool produced by the island’s
own sheep. On Sheep Shearing Day, which is held in mid-December, the entire population gathers for the shearing of the
sheep, which is done with traditional hand clippers. Other national holidays include Break-Up Day, where the annual
3-week break from work begins, a few days before Christmas. The only store on the island, the Island Store, also closes, so
residents must make sure they have fully stocked food cupboards before then.
So if you ever find yourself wanting to ‘get away from it all’, the island of
Tristan de Cunha may be the right place for you!

Inaccessible Island Rail
www.edgemeadnews.co.za
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EDGEMEAD BUTTERFLIES
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White-barred Charaxes
(Charaxes brutus)

Grassveld Sylph
(Metisella malgacha malgacha)

Citrus Swallowtail
(Papilio demodocus)

Common Dotted Border
(Mylothris agathina)

Copyright (C) 2015 by Anthony van Dalsen. Used with permission.
Edgemead News reader and Edgemead resident Anthony van Dalsen sent in these striking images of butterflies that he
encountered in his fynbos garden.
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SOUTH AFRICAN
DOUBLE GOLD MEDAL CHAMPIONS

Kerry McKelvin (13) and Hayley Smith (6) represented
Western Province JKA Karate at the SA JKA National
Karate Tournament held at Ellis Park Indoor Stadium in
Johannesburg from 4th to 7th June. This tournament is
the biggest in the JKA calendar and brought in over 3500
competitors from across South Africa. Both Kerry and
Hayley have been doing Karate for only a year but have
both raked in medals from various competitions and
excelled at the SA tournament by winning double gold
medals in their respective age groups – making them South
African Champions for 2015!

www.edgemeadnews.co.za
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EDGEMEAD FC JUNIOR UPDATE

by Kevin Robinson
Edgemead under 17 A side is having a fantastic season
and two of our players have been chosen for the Western
province Under 18 team for 2015.
The two players are Jozua Bell and Aiden Hawkins.
Congratulations to you both , do the club and your
parents proud , these are future first players. Well done to the coach , John
Pearson.
We have also invested some time this year with goalkeeper coaching,
and have put some important people into position to develop this key
position in the team.
Andy and Darren Breach are at the club, a father and son team, with over
30 years of experience between them.
Andy is an ex Edgemead goalkeeper and has played at a high level in Cape
Town and Durban, and the two have returned to the club to concentrate on
coaching our junior keepers.
Wesley Achmad has also joined up , concentrating on the younger
keepers, under 10 to under 12. He has had vast experience in both Castle
and Vodacom league football before a bad injury shortened his career.
A big thanks to these 3 gentlemen for giving up their time to help the
young and upcoming keepers in the club.
Dates to diarise
Barry Hilton Fundraiser August 1st
Annual Golf Day Fundraiser at Durbanville Golf Club August 23rd
Sponsors and players required.

EDGEMEAD BOWLS
CLUB
by Colin Gray

We are halfway through our winter
spell and the Club is in a little
hibernation at this time. However, we do a roaring
trade in having music sessions every second
Sunday afternoon. Bands that have played here
recently include the Bats, The Julian Laxton Band
and even Billy Forrest. They are all a little long in
the tooth but can still sing and play a mean riff or
two !!.
A new member of our club is Robbie Piketh. He
recently joined our club and hadn’t played bowls
for about 11 years. However he was inspired by
our very competitive players and “can do” attitude
and he managed in the last season to win the WP
singles. He and his team then went on to win
the Nationals fours and pairs. Our club president
Graeme Kemp reckons he has the ability and talent
to be included in the next Protea side. Other
recent successes by another two very talented
players, namely Lionel Verwey and Nick Rusling,
managed to win the Pro 10 Pairs tournament at
Durbanville in June this year.
Other successes include our Ladies teams
winning the WP Ladies Triples and the WP Masters.
So if you would like to become part of this
success and also have some fun socially, or if
you would like to hire our hall and facilities etc.,
you should contact our president Graeme Kemp
(Telephone 078 792 8438) for more info.

HOW IT ALL BEGAN -- SPORTS IN EDGEMEAD

by Lee Engeler
One of the first organisations to be formed in our suburb was the
Many of the clubs worked very hard at fund-raising to provide
Edgemead Sports Association and, in 1974, a survey was carried the necessary facilities and to contribute towards the building
out to find out which sports were most popular with residents. of their own clubhouses, and they received overwhelming
The rather contradictory result was that playing fields were highly encouragement and financial support from the community of
rated but that the most favoured sports were badminton, table Edgemead.
tennis and squash, and that a recreation hall was therefore the
In a very short time, all our clubs were producing sportsmen and
number one priority, closely followed by tennis courts.
women of extremely high calibre, and they have gone from strength
Garden Cities prepared basic layout plans for an extensive sport to strength over the years. Thanks must go to the members of the
and social complex to be developed over a period of years and first Sports Association Committee, led by Chairman Terry Healy,
asked the Sports Association to raise R6,000. One of the first fund- whose efforts in those early years have led to sports facilities of
raising projects was the raffle of a colour TV set - an enthusiastically which the Edgemead community can be justly proud.
supported venture as TV was just beginning in South Africa.
First published in Edgemead News November 2005
As it happened, the first sports facilities to be completed by
Garden Cities were two tennis courts, on which the first games
were played by Tennis Club members early in 1976; and two playing
fields were ready for use by the end of that year, prompting the
formation of the soccer club and attempts to start a cricket club.
The eagerly-awaited hall was completed in 1977 at a cost of
R32,500 - R12,000 from Garden Cities, R7,500 from Goodwood
Municipality, and R8,000 from the Sports Association, plus a
R5,000 interest-free loan from Garden Cities, repayable by the
Open till 6pm
Sports Association.
weekdays
By then, a tennis clubhouse had also been built and an additional
court; the Soccer Club was very active; Edgemead Karate-Do had
begun; and both Badminton and Table Tennis clubs were formed,
though the latter was unfortunately rather short-lived.
Specialists in MIXING and MATCHING!
It was a few years later that Edgemead Bowling Club was
SHOP 7, EDGEMEAD VILLAGE CENTRE 021 559 7788
started, and the first grass was planted on the greens in 1982.
CHECK OUT OUR FACEBOOK PAGE FOR RONNIE’S TIP OF THE DAY
Then followed a fourth tennis court, a third football field and, at
https://www.facebook.com/JacksPaintandHardwareEdgemead
last, the founding of the Cricket Club.

PAINT STOCKISTS!
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WIMBLEDON AT
EDGEMEAD TENNIS
CLUB
What a great day on Saturday
4th July! We were blessed with
awesome weather, just like
a good British summer’s day,
and held our Wimbledon Day
tournament with 32 entries.
We had juniors, seniors and
inbetweeners, all playing their
part and dressed in white.
We were also spoilt with
strawberries and cream,
cucumber sandwiches and scrumptious scones with strawberry jam and cream and don’t forget the Pimm’s (the Wimbledon drink for those
who don’t know) specially ordered from UK.
We even had the Queen herself pay us a visit to hand out
the prizes. Thank you, Queen Elizabeth, for taking the time
out to spend the day
with us!
Thank you to all who
took part and made it
a fun, special day.
1st place; Nicky
2nd place: Brad
3rd place: Hein
Best Junior: Brandon
Best dressed: Ladies: Janice, Dianne,
Men: Benji, Brad

CALLING FOR PHOTOGRAPHERS!
If you are talented at photography and have some
impactful or interesting images that you would like to
share with us send them to: editor@edgemeadnews.
co.za.
The best images will be published in the next issue!
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